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TRAINING FOR SOCIAL WORK IN AFRICA

The United Nations Group: of SxperteTbh Social Services, in its

Jteport on the Development of National Social Service Brogrammes,

defined "social service" as Han orgahize'd activity that aims at help

ing towards a mutual adjustment;; of .individuals and their sooial

environment .., through the use of techniques and methods which are

designed to enable individuals) groups and communities to meet their

needs and solve their problems,of adjustment to a ohanging pattern of

society, and through cooperative, action to improve economic and sooial

conditions".-'

On the subject of methods,,the. Report states that* "Sooial

service operates by aiding individuals, groups and communities through

the provision of material help, institutional care and other forms of

assistance? counselling and?'case-work services; group activities}

.community organization and social aotion. Its success depends on -

planning programmes designed to secure a co-ordinaled approach to. the

needs and problems of the individual and the community. -It ds;•.-.-

impossible to 4eal eff^ct^iye^y with any--social problem in isolation

or without adequate knowledge of the social background in which social

problems occur. Research should precede action; therefore social ,

research is an important factor in the operation of social service".-'

. The use of the techniques and methods' referred to above calls for

special knowledge and skills which need to be systematically learnedj

but this is not always understood by those who thinfc^of "sooial

service11 as the distribution of material help or as.physical care in

institutions. Besides, the urgency of social needs may lead to has'ty

recruitment of unprepared staffs*

1/ The Development of National .Social
-' Nations fcublioation, dales No.. i^O

2/ Ibid., p.' 14
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Training for social service may take one or more of the

following various formsi

Professional training in schools of social work;

Introductory courses for non-professional social workers;

In-service periodic training programmes5

Regular supervision;

,1.- Post-graduate training for instructors in social work

■ -■■■1 - -■ methods and staff responsible for the organization and

- '■■'"■■'■ ' ; management of welfare programmes;

-, Specialized training for administrators, and. professional

and technical staff in other branches of welfares

(i -Training of volunteers and dissemination of information to

the community at .large.

_. . r. Meetings and .conferences. : -.^ .;

; Assuming acceptance of the above definition and postulates, very

high priority in the establishment or development of national social

. servioe programmes must obviously be accorded to the training of

personnel to.assume responsibility for these services at various

levels... Where there is difficulty in meeting the multitude of economic

arid social needs, as in the case of the emerging African nations,

■training for social work must be fitted into an overall social develop

ment pro^amme. Particular attention must be given to the ascertained

hor :.pr^cima|e neeo;B of organizations already operating 'or in process

of formation when training programmes are being,planned; nor must :

.^ee^s evolving during the parallel growth of training inStitutionS;be

forgotten^ The stress in the African countries' social-Welfare : J

programmes is now on social services, incomnnmity development, group

work with women and youth, family eounaelling,.j?hiU...velfara--(ino^ud-
i O^^^^ ^^; o^ a^^evenl±m:^ncr
treatment" ofdelinquency through court welfare'services.. ; As, among, ;the
basic aims of the social welfare programmes are to raise general
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standards of living, to meet the lack of educational faoilities ,for

.girls (or the reluctance to permit their schooling), and to solve the

extensive problems of family disorganization and the bewilderment of

youth caught between two ways of life, - the traditional loyalties

and the modern stress on individualism and.progress - such aspects,

reflecting as they do implicit or conscious public interest, should

be given.priority in training programmes during the next few years.

The social services in most countries, were originally left to

private initiative. In Africa, before the creation of modern cities,

human relations were established on a personal basisj the family and

sooiety took responsibility for ohildxen, the aged and other members

of the community unable to provide for their own support. The welfare

activities of the first religious missionaries were mostly connected

with eduoation and medical care. As large towns grew up, a few

religious, and lay agencies were established to care for orphans or the

aged, and to assist needy individuals or families. But it was the

sudden advent of urban concentrations in recent decades, with their

unemployed, their slums, the social tensions arising out of the

collapse of the consumers' economy,, the weakening of tribal organiza

tion, the break-up of family life, and the resulting vagrancy,

mendicancy and juvenile delinquency, together with the interest shown

by the oolonial powers after the Second World War in planned develop

ment for their dependencies, that first led to widespread government

action in the sphere of social services. ,Then came the promotion of

self-help and mutual aid in exploiting all available resources to

ensure a better life for the masses, and the stabilization of labour

through more, rational systems of contract or the grouping and

modernization of villages.

.. .. Efforts made, on the one hand, to help rural communities to

. -organize themselves so to reverse the curve of progressive impoverish

ment and raise their standards of living and, on the other, to

provide these communities with certain urban services and amenities
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(education, medical and health services, recreational activities etc.)
not only help country people in their normal environment tut prepare

the adaptation to- city life of those who will not be deferred by these

measures from leaving the country side. Urban social services i» turn

■. have ■ the task of facilitating the adjustment of the new city-dwellers

and the rehabilitation of those who cannot properly adapt themselves.

• It is.however, to be noted that, with a few exceptions, social action

in the rural environment has mostly been, directed to raising standards

of living by.collective effort and to the extension of government mass

education, health, or. agricultural production programmes, and. that

little progress can be specifically attributed.to public assistance

and social security outside the largest African towns and cities.

As regards the training of the personnel required' with the

establishment of the new social services, qualified foreign profession

als wro creaged under contract to provide the administrative and

supervisory structure. In some countries, a few local students were

selected to train in Burope for future participation in programming

and supervisory work with the senior professionals, some even went to

^ the United States, where social service studies have been raised to

university level and where the profession has really come into its own.

However, the application of European andAmerican techniques proves

successful only whore the techniques are broadly adapted to local

requirements. 3ven when strictly practiced within the framework of

:agencies comparable to those used in the training of welfare workers,

this type of -social service often assumes the form of an experiment

that cannot"be -reproducad on a large scale, vrhen, however, the

student has grasped the basic principle'of social work as a profess

ional discipline, when his stay in foreign schools has been preceded

by a true understanding cf conditions in his country of origin, when

he.has been .offered training in those aspects .of, the profession most

essential to the planning and administration of fundamental national

programmes and to the organisation of social welfare,.in communities,
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and when his country is ready.to entrust him with the tasks for which

he is prepared, he will tackle these tasks with success. It should

also be noted that special efforts have been made in foreign, countries

to adapt training programmes to conditions in overseas territories^

The London School of Economics has a: special "Overseas Option" to:its

Certificate in Social Soience and Administration, with examinations

in the sooial. and administrative problems of developing territories,

economics (with half the questions selected from the general econom

ics paper and. hail" on the economics of the.tropics and sub-tropics),

sooial administration (with special emphasis on development in

overseas territories), and philosophy and psychology (on the same

level as the main course in social science and administration). Tfce

University College of Swansea runs a one-year course. in,,, sooial welfare

for overseas students. France also has a special course for sooial

workers who will operate in the French-speaking overseas territories.

Since, however,' this type of training is far too expensive to

provide all;the many social welfare workers needed, it has "been

necessary to consider local training programmes at various levels*

These are essentially pragmatic in character, their aims being the

imparting of elementary home-making notions-* environmental ■manipuia-

tion and counselling in a few typioal situations, and the provision

~-of.;.a.limited number of services. Ad hoc intensive training courses

^compressed into a minimum.period for persons with a-stated minimum of

educational qualifications that will enable them to grasp the programme

are sometimes arrangeditor.cover some particular need, e.g. the .■■■

staffing.-of day-care centres or nurseries, probation services or

youth recreation programmes* In some countries using the services of

French social workers with the State diploma, polyvalent nursing/home

eoonomios/welfare courses have been organized. The women's club

.movement, whose original aimxwas mass education or community develop

ment, has given a home economics orientation to welfare work in urban
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centres. On the whole, however, there has teen a lack of continuity

and'integrated planning in local training for social work,and it Must

'■-he acknowledged that (with the exceptions of the Union of South Africa

and -the-HAR, where the organization of social welfare services had'

an earlier start) training facilities'have always been outstripped by

training rieeds, so that auxiliaries or totally untrained officers

■have frequently been entrusted with tasks for which they were wholly

unprepared, ., ■ .

The advent of independence has intensified official action on

social development and welfare, the new governments being inspired'

by the will to realize rapid progress for the masses through modern

techniques properly'adapted to African situations. The time has now

come for careful evaluation and reconsideration of local training for

the various categories of African social welfare personnel: profes

sional social workers; auxiliary personnel assisting or replacing them;

social welfare administrators5 professionals from other fields;

technicians and teachers employed in welfare programmes; volunteers;
etc.. - ...

Training of professional social workers

A school of social work may play a unique role in the establish

ment and growth of a national social welfare programme in a develop

ing country. In^fact, the continuous action of a progressive school

is one of the most important factors in the development of welfare

programmes. Professional ethics and the spirit of devotion to humanity

must be assured by careful selection of students at entrance for

charaoter as well as ability to learn, and reinforced during the years

of training. Through the field work done by students and supervision

of their activities, the school can exert a direct influence on^he

practices and methods adopted by welfare> agencies in various fields.
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It can-support the organization of new servioes to.answer unmet needs

and the extension of services to areas or groups previously untouohed

(villages and.rural settlements, the migrant or the nomad). The

school of social work, should collaborate in programmes designed grad

ually to improve the qualifications of personnel employed on welfare

programmes. Later, it should assist in the development of professional

. eooial workers .by means of extension projects and post-graduate

oourses and conferences. . ■■

Schools of social work are in a good position to contribute to

surveys and studies of social conditions and social problems, or

evaluations of welfare programmes. Host of them actually include the

completion of a social research project in the requirements for their

; diploma. It is advisable for schools in the developing countries to

establish a research programme directly related to the particular

country's priority needs and to concentrate their students' research

efforts on these needs. I3v©n more beneficial would be special projects

sponsored by the schools but enlisting the co-operation of social

scientists. The social survey of Addis Ababa, some of the conclusions

of which are submitted for the Standing Committee's consideration, is

an example of such collaboration. < ■ •

Schools of social work are reported in Algeria (2), ligypt (3),

Ethiopia, Ghana (2), the Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Morocco and the

Union of South Africa (8). Some of these schools are still in their

first years of existence (Sthiopia-1959, .Ivory Coast-1960)} the French

Red Cross School in Algiers and the University of Pretoria school date

"back to 1929. Plans for initiating programmes of study iii social

work have been made in Uganda (Makerere College) and North Rhodesia

(Oppenheimer College of Social Services). The schools of social work

generally operate at university level. Curricula are spread over 2-4

years, their content reflecting English'social administration, or

,Amerioan.psychological or French pragmatic;polyvalent trends, as the
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case may be. The schools' main administrative problems are (a) the

recruitment of staff well trained in basic scientific disciplines and

conversant with the relationship between their subjects and practical

social work, experienced lecturers on professional social service .*

methods and principals with a good human knowledge'of living conditions

among the various cultural groups and classes in their country; (b)

the selection of suitable candidates for admission/ the fixing of age

and educational qualifications acoording to local conditions,

determination of the desired level of studies and the tasks awaiting

their future graduates, the establishment of criteria and techniques

for the evaluation of the moral character of candidates and students;

(c) the actual content of the curriculum: ohoice of subjects, ,teaoh-
ing standards, duration of courses, balance between theory and field

practice, the place of research activities etc.j (d) the setting-up

of a specialized library, and the procuring of consultation and

teaching materials based on, or at least well adapted to, local

experience; (e) proper financing to ensure the provision of adequate
facilities.

While curricula should of course be geared to the needs of the

country served and to the facilities available, there are some broad

branches of study which are generally recognized as within the social

work field. The Munich meeting of experienced social work educators

sponsored by the United Nations in 1956 considered that the total

content of training "could be divided into background and methods

subjects (including skills)." The background subjects were, essentially

the study of man and the study of society. The methods subjects were

t^e theory and practice of social work. The study of man should

include 1 (a) physical growth and fractioning including biological

factors, (b) intellectual and emotional growth and functioning, (c)

the social and spiritual nature of man.

The study of society should include (a) the nature of government,
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including-social theory or social, philosophy, (b) economic life, o

ether basic .ocial institutions, (d) groups and group relations,Je
cultural oo» -onents of a, society, (f.) -ooial change, (g) social health

or ill healt u

The the >ry and practice of social work should include some of

the preceding knowledge applied as professional knowledge and tolls.

The basic ■u-J.ot- are . (a) the nature, scope and philosophy of social

work, (b) the methodology of social work.'

Social work practitioners in Africa need to know enough about

home economics, about social aspects of health and disease, about

nutritional elements and food retirements to co-operate intelligently

with the medical, agricultural and nutrition specialists and take

advantage of their relationship with families and groups to advise

and a8Sist in the informal transmission of such elementary knowledge

as might seem required to maintain life, ease.family tensions and

help to raise standards of living. Social work students must also

learn about the organization of government, central and local, the ■

courts and social legislation, and the functioning of public and

voluntary agencies concerned with social services. -They should know.,

something1about economic issues important for their country, about-,!,

labour conditions and their significance for standards of hwg.

. The teaching of methods must include a generic knowledge of social

welfare administration, of case-work, group work, community organiza

tion and added training in any of these according to the type of work

which the student is expected to undertake when he leaves the school.

In the African countries, special interest has been shown in ,p

community organization and group work, which permit a wider .we ?of,

mutual aid techniques. The great.diversity of tribal institutions,

in particular those connected with family structure and social organ

ization, the rapid pace of cultural change, and the variety in the

Tuning for Social ^crk, Third International Survey (United Hations
Sales Ho. 59.1V.1 U/^.5331 - ST/soa/37», P. 9
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patterns of acculturation to Western ways of life necessitate a shift

in emphasis in most schools of social work (especially thos'eunder

American influence) from individual psychology to social psychology,

comparative sociology and cultural anthropology. This shift should

not be limited to giving the students a mere modicum of specialized

knowledge; ways and means should be devised of thoroughly, integrat

ing the social science content with its application to social action

anil'social work activities. Lecturers in social soience should be ■-■-

fully conversant with social welfare problems and methods, and - -

lecturers on social work professional courses should be able to apply

social science concepts in their analyses of case, group or community

situations. This orientation, which corresponds to a modern trend,

not only..in socially an_d economically developing countries but also

elsewhere in the world, should ensure new developments, in social

service methodology better adapted to the needs of peoples among whom,

as has often been stressed, the essential unit appears to be, not

the individual, but the Icindred.

The new schools^ &b everywhere in Countries at this stage of

social and educational development, are faced with the problem -of

ensuring proper supervision of their students1 field practice. If the

student's studies are to be closely integrated with real situations,

and if he is to have a comprehensive understanding of his oountry's

nee4s and of the welfare field, which will provide him with a wider

perspective, the school must be responsible for planning and controil

ing his field activities. .ITere practical training to be dissooiated

from theoretical teaching; and^its successful completion sanctioned by

a special separate certificate, constant difficulties would be

experienced in using the specialists so trained to meet other social

welfare needs. There would also be the danger of their losing sight

of broad national issues.' Everyone will probably agree that at the

present stage there'is little room in Africa for over-specialization.
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In fact,' the questions' to be considered are rather whether the effort

should be made to train multi-purpose workers (e.g. for social work/

home economics/community development), even at college level, or

whether there should be- a basic common start in the -training for. some;.,

closely allied branches and later differentiation, an$i by what means

the shortage of candidates-can be remedied to meet increasing person-

nel needs.

It would of course be desirable for countries to train indepen

dently the students who will be called upon to translate into reality

the national social policies now"'evolving, and in the fairly near

future.the great majority of African nations will prbbably want their

own'schools of social work. However, since available resources,

financial as well as human, are inadequate to the variety of needs

to be covered, it would be wise to consider sub-regional agreements

on at least temporary concerted action to obtain well-organized ,.,,.-

schools serving groups of neighbouring countries or territories with

reasonWly similar social and political conditions. It is gratifying

tha^ in plans for the development of the Ivory Coast school and the

ffstami-shmeht of the Makerere College course of- studies,in sooial

administration (Uganda), consideration was given to the possibility

of. prying neighbouring countries. .Schools established on a sub-

regional "basis would require s^ecia^ arrangements f.or periods of

field practice and supervision of students in their own countries.

Sooial work auxiliaries

There are few schools of social work auxiliaries organized on a

regular basis and fewer .still have survived for many years. More

frequently, special courses _are arranged..perip<lically by administra

tions faced with difficulties,,in the recruitment of qualified

personnel for social .welfare. jol?sv Auxiliaries, should normally be

employed in relieving social workers of the simpler social service
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activities in which there is a shortage of trained personnel that

might even "be acute enough to necessitate the replacement of social

workers "by auxiliary personnel; 'When some use of, social work

techniques is involved* the auxiliary- should always work under olose

supervision. In general* more modest educational qualificationa

are demanded of candidates for auxiliary jobs. But this approach .;

oould "be questioned, since circumstances exist in which welfare may

appeal, to persons with reasonably good educational qualifications

who ..are unable to undertake professional studies in social work or

uninterested in doing so* In the ^laxcala school for social work

auxiliaries in Mexico, which receives most of its students direot from

the village-health and welfare centres, -j^e educational qualifioations

of the. studen/ts are higher this year than present requirements for

entrance to. Mexican, schools of social work.

The curriculum iti introductory courses for auxiliary personnel

should bear a direct relation to the functions they have to perform.

Whenever they are to replace social workers, they should be offered

training adapted to their capacities and to the available facilities,

but conducted on the same general lines as training for social workers,

with due emphasis on field work. - ■

Another group of people directly 'engaged in paid welfare activities

is often totally excluded from systematic training, although they come

in direot contact with the beneficiaries of social servioes, namely,

the maids, attendants and other domestic personnel employed in

institutions, boarding homes, hostels, nurseries, day-care oentres,

etc.. Yet there are many cases in which such personnel perform duties

far beyond their presumed capacities. In such cases supervision is

naturally quite inadequate. For example, very'few countries have set

up regular schools for the training of nurses for children's institu

tions. In programmes set up with^tTOCKB* aid for improving servioes
"■■.■" ■■■:•■-■ .. * -■■■■■■ .. f ; ■■■ ■
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to children, especially those deprived of normal home life, special

emphasis is placed on in-servioe training for this category of

personnel, as well as for technicians, teachers and administrators.

.rofessionals *nd technicians involved in welfare
Administrators^

activity

There is a wide range in the educational standards expected of

professional social workers in different countries. Where standards

are relatively low, the appointment of graduates in social work to

administrative positions in social welfare may be found undesirable.

Key posts are then given to people trained in other branches that

include responsibility for planning programmes and co-ordinating them

with those of other national bodies and the activities of the agency

itsalf. This entails a broader comprehension and knowledge of

national issues than can now be obtained from training in social work

in these countries. Since, however, administrators of welfare

programmes should be not only good administrators but also good judges

of their personnel's qualifications, of methods of adapting social

service procedures to needs and of priorities in welfare goals, it

seems highly advisable that they should also have basic training in

social work. In the developing countries, it sometimes happens that

conflicting factors lead to the contradiction that training of

professional social workers either tends to be neglected or is not"

advanced enough, whUle heavy responsibilities are placed on in exper

ienced graduates in social work, whether national or engaged on

contract from abroad, without regard to the relationship between

their scholarly or technical background and the tasks before them.

As previously stated, administrators responsible for welfare

programmes may sorely, need background knowledge and understanding of

social service principles and basic approaches. Professionals and

technicians, such as medical and nursing staff, home economists,
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instructors in special subjects direotly involved in social welfare

activities or working for welfare,institutions should also be

offered the training that will unable them to understand, not only

the aims of their own organization and how the latter are being

implemented and oo—ordinated-wi.th those of other social programmes,

but the relationship between their own contribution as professionals .

and as individuals and of that other members of the staff, especially

welfare workers. They should, whenever neoessary, be given an

introduction to the basic knowledge and skills they may need for the

proper performance of their duties (e.g. an understanding of human

growth in connexion with programmes for children, youth and the aged,

the combined social science angle on migrants or nomads, a knowledge

able approach to groups and their dynamics, and to the interviewing

prooess). Type and standards of training must naturally be geared

to the category of service and to the students' professional

backgrounds. Modern schools of medicine (for instance, in Latin

America) have introduced preliminary courses in psychology), social

anthropology and s.pcial welfare. In the U.A.IU, the Agricultural

Colleges offer their students a rather extensive training in social

work designed to fit them for polyvalent service. While a developing

trend towards the incorporation of broad training in social work in

the curricula of universities, and professional schools would be most

welcome.,* the need is now clearly urgent for supplementary teaching

along these lines. . Possible answers to this need are arrangements for

the holding of workshops or seminars by the administrations respons

ible for the fixing and maintenance of standards in welfare at the

national or district level and collaboration between the professional

schools and any school or schools of social work that exist. On the

other hand, a good deal can be achieved by attendance of professional

and technical staff members along with social workers at staff

meetings where activities and methods are discussed.
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Training the volunteer . .

When bothhuman and financial resources are scarce, volunteer

activities may be of tremendous importance in relieving permanent^ ,.

staff of certain non-professional responsibilities and permitting

the expansion of welfare services. Present welfare needs of the

African communities can probably only be met if the work of the

social service personnel has the support of large numbers of

volunteers. Much of the volunteer's training is. of course obtaxned

by his doing the particular 30b he is interested in. He may even be

an unpaid professional; but it should be stressed that even then he

can learn to improve the quality of his. services. Besides mcbxlxz-

ing public opinion in favour of the welfare organisations, volunteers

are widely used in clubs, day-care centres, youth programmes and work

with special groups,.such as the blind, prisoners etc.. Series of

lectures, discussion groups and special meetings of two or three days

duration should be planned for them. Observation periods can be

arranged to enable them to become better acquainted with the

objectives and machinery, of the organization they are trying to

assist. •■-.:■.. ■..■■■'

In-service training

Training of personnel on the job is a continuous process which

has come t6"be considered as essential to the attainment and

maintenance of a satisfactory standard of service in the welfare •

agencies. It is also good management policy,^as it satisfies,the -

basic need of staff to feel they are growing on the job and: ioing^i*. ■■■

well, this is one of the ways of ensuring stability of staff, with- -

out which the particular agenoy-s goals cannot be achieved.

Z The most characteristic aspect of in-service training in social '

work is the supervision process, in which a well-trained and. ^

experienced worker offers professional guidance to a junior, fisting
i". iv i
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her not only in solving any specific difficulties tfcat arise-but

in planning her worky assessing her own strengths and weaknesses and

developing'her professional skillsandcapaeities;;. Good supervision ■

can do muoh to supplement inadequate classroom teaching, and it has

been pointed out that the latter, bright as it may be, is. no

substitute for the interchange and support found in the supervisory .

system. In developing countries it is sometimes found difficult to.

recruit qualified supervisors for new programmes. It may be necessary

on occasion to call on the services of foreign professionals. : But it

is preferable to devise ways'and means of training Ctrainers from .,,

among-'the best of the local staff, which would guarantee,,*he continuity,

of tHe work and ensure greater identification of the staff with the , /
agency. ■ ■'■- ': '■'■-■■--•■ ■ ■. • . , . ,.-...

Mention has already been made of the importance 6t staff meetings ■

in promoting better understanding among the personnel arid; develbping

co-ordination and professional skills. In one'or two welfare '

organizations in the United States, successful attempts have oeen made-"

to replace the traditional conferences between supervisor arid social

worker by meetings of the professional social work staff. But, -

attractive as it may be, that type of supervision would.seem to.demand

a group of mature well-trained social workers. ': ■■-——---:'-.:.^:i:'.

Most welfare departments are conscious of the need for informa

tion and for keeping the staff's interest in their profession alive

by properly directed reading. Few, however, are able to arrange a
regular distribution of reading material on social welfare issues an:d "

methods- to social workers engaged on national programmes, and even

less so to those,worian£ with private agencies. The material required

may be scarce, difficult to obtain, or too expensive for the rank and

file. Much of what is available may also be'unsuvtieci to the ^heeds of

the staff (because, say, of its great complexity or of uW excessively

unfamiliar cultural background). A few^publications' haverbeen launched
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to remedy this situation (e.g. "Advance" by the-Ghanaian Department

of Social Welfare and Community Development), but many more are ..:...,

sorely needed, and a greater varied in the subjects dealt with would

ensure wider distribution and. exchanges throughput Africa.-,, .,

Syllabuses have been devised in some countries to guide the

workers in charge of women's clubs. These are especially useful as

reminders of the essential content of activity programmes designed, to

mitigate the women's ignorance of certain aspects of home economics.

However, there is.a tendency to rely heavily upon a,syllabus when it

is available which may curtail group initiative. In addition,

syllabuses can become obsolete and may not always answer the major

needs of the area in which they are used. They also generally pay

little attention to methods of working with groups or to the study

of family relationships.

In countries where training courses and workshops are periodically

organized by specialized agencies or Welfare Departments for the

benefit of new personnel.or different in-service categories, it might

be advisable to distribute some of the material used, including

summaries of courses and discussions, to social workers at large. Some

of the teaching material produced by schools of social work, depart

ments of community development, education, health etc. might: also, be

reproduced for distribution by the welfare agencies if the necessary

funds are put aside for the purpose.

Reports on the current activities of welfare organizations might

be of great use in .training, if carefully prepared and. edited by able

-instructors or supervisors. Arrangements, oan be made between ,?.,L,.

neighbouring countries for the reproduction and distribution of ,0~

material deemed to be of regional or universal value, including not.

only literature but films and other visual aids,

1 Much progress could be achieved through exchanges of experience

and documentation between schools and training divisions of welfare
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departments within each country,, or between countries, or within the

region .0? the continent, and even on an international basis. Such

exchanges might take the form of correspondence., staff visits, exchange

of teachers, scholarships for specialization, and attendance at

regional and world conferences on social work.

, Informal)consultation by. correspondence and visits of staff,

members may provide valuable detailed information on and insight into

aspects,to be stressed.,in,methodology, or administrative machinery,:

especially-for agencies.and schools, .still in the process of organizarr

tion, and pave the way, to closer collaboration..

Scholarships for ..specialization and teacher exchanges can open

up a-witter-range of possibilities for advanced training. For example,

specialized courses may be offered alternately in countries whioh do

not need large contingents of highly qualified specialists like

psychiatric social.workers or probation pfficers, even though small

numbers may be in great demand. Apart from the question of eoonomy,

a more; general,advantage, of such exchanges is the broadening of

outlook wh^cto,,.it, may bring to the faculty, student body or personnel

ot the ^ganizatiGnjj, involved in the soheme. Close exchange is strpngly

re^omm^ded,*,* jt&is,, historical juncture between .social work training

institutions;,of, aJJ. types in Africa,, to ensure, the development of strong

^.Poaprehensiye regional networks of such institutions.

Africa has not yet organized a welfare federation responsible for .:

arranging; xegio^a^ conferences .pn, social, work,., such as are periodically

held in Europe, Southeast Asia and-.Latin America. But that lack ...

should enhance., tfc-e. importance of attendance .at world conferenaes where

contact is faade; between worker.s coming from a great variety of ,,.

environments, and new trends in,the pro£essi,pn are discusse^d. The,, [ .

1962 World Conferenoe, will be held at. Biojie Janeiro. : The .theme ' oyf-

its agenda of social welfare in community development is one on which

African countries like Ugypt, Ghana and:Uganda, have" much to"""
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contribute; and much advantage might "be gained from sharing

experiences with India, Ceylon, Mexico or the Andean countries*

A Regional Workshop on Training for Social Services is on the

BCA programme for 1963* This, it is to be hoped, will not only

stimulate national thinking on urgent welfare training needs in

Africa but also mark a step forward towards a fruitful interchange

of ideas, experience, knowledge, teaching materials and facilities,




